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Abstract: Numerical P systems are a class of P systems inspired both from the
structure of living cells and from economics. In this work, a control of using evolution
programs is introduced into numerical P systems: a threshold is considered and a
program can be applied only when the values of the variables involved in the produc-
tion function of the program are greater than/equal to (lower-threshold) or smaller
than/equal to (upper-threshold) the threshold. The computational power of numer-
ical P systems with lower-threshold or upper-threshold is investigated. It is proved
that numerical P systems with a lower-threshold, with one membrane and linear pro-
duction functions, working both in the all-parallel mode and in the one-parallel mode
are universal. The result is also extended to numerical P systems with an upper-
threshold, by proving the equivalence of the numerical P systems with lower- and
upper-thresholds.
Keywords: membrane computing, numerical P system, computation power, univer-
sality, register machine.
1 Introduction
Membrane computing is a branch of natural computing, which is inspired from the structure
and functioning of living cells. The computing devices considered in membrane computing are
called P systems. They are parallel, distributed and non-deterministic computational models.
According to their membrane structure, there are two main classes of P systems: cell-like P
systems, with a hierarchical arrangement of membranes [7], and tissue-like P systems or neural-
like P systems, with a net of processor units placed in the nodes of a directed graph [3, 5]. The
present work deals with a class of cell-like P systems, called numerical P systems [10].
Numerical P systems are motivated by the cell structure and the economic reality. Numerical
variables are placed in the regions of a membrane structure. These variables can evolve by means
of programs, which are composed of two components, a production function and a repartition
protocol. A production value of the region at a given step is computed by means of the production
function. This value is distributed to variables from the region where the program resides,
and to variables in its upper and lower neighbors according to the repartition protocol. By a
synchronized use of production functions, followed by the repartition of the obtained values,
a transition is deﬁned between system conﬁgurations. The values assumed by a distinguished
variable during a computation form the set of numbers computed by the system.
Many computational properties of numerical P systems have been investigated at both the
theoretical level and at the application level [4,9,10,12–17]. Several strategies of using production-
repartition programs were considered: sequential (at each step, in each region, only one program
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can be applied), all-parallel (all programs in a region of the membrane structure are used simul-
taneously, with each variable participating in all programs where it appears), one-parallel (the
programs are chosen to be used in parallel in such a way that each variable participates in only
one of the chosen programs).
Using a threshold is an interesting strategy of controlling the use of production-repartition
programs. The idea was introduced in numerical P systems in [12], under the name of enzymatic
control: a distinguished variable, called enzyme, is associated with each program and the program
is applied only if the current value of the enzyme is not smaller than the smallest value of the
variables involved in the production function of the program. The “enzymatic control" is useful
in designing robot controllers based on numerical P systems [13–15].
We here introduce a related but diﬀerent strategy, similar to the threshold control used
in [18] for spiking neural P systems: rules can be used according to the result of the comparison
of the number of spikes in the neuron with the constant, which corresponds to the fact that
a neuron can ﬁre when its potential is greater than or equal to its threshold. In our case, a
constant is associated with the numerical P system and it is used as a control threshold in two
natural ways: a program can be applied only when the values of the variables involved in the
production function are not smaller than (the lower-threshold case), respectively not greater
than (the upper-threshold case) the constant. The computational power of such P systems is
investigated. Speciﬁcally, it is proved that universality results can be obtained for such P systems
with one membrane and linear production functions, working both in the all-parallel mode and
in the one-parallel mode. The proof is done (by simulating register machines) only for lower-
thresholds, then the result is extended to the case of upper-threshold by proving that numerical
P systems with upper-thresholds can simulate systems with lower-thresholds.
The possible usefulness of the threshold control remains to be examined for applications (in
robot control). For the sake of applications, it could be useful to consider its stronger versions,
such as taking diﬀerent thresholds for diﬀerent membranes or even for diﬀerent programs in the
system (maybe also mixing the way to use the thresholds, in the lower or upper ways).
2 Preliminaries
Readers are assumed to be familiar with basic elements of membrane computing, e.g., from
[7,8, 11]. Here we only mention some notions and notations which are used in this paper.
We denote by N the set of natural numbers, and the set of real numbers is denoted by R.
The family of all recursively enumerable sets of k-dimensional vectors of non-negative integers
is denoted by Ps(k)RE. Since numbers can be seen as one-dimensional vectors, we can replace
Ps(1) by N in the notation, thus obtaining NRE.
An n-register machine is a construct M = (n; P;m), where n > 0 is the number of registers,
P is a ﬁnite sequence of instructions bijectively labeled with the elements of the set f0; 1; : : : ;mg,
0 is the label of the ﬁrst instruction to be executed, and m is the label of the halt instruction
of P . Registers contain non-negative integer values. The instructions of P have the following
forms:
• j : (INC(r); k; l), with 0  j < m; 0  k; l  m, and 1  r  n:
This instruction, labeled with j, increments the value contained in register r, then non-
deterministically jumps either to instruction k or to instruction l.
• j : (DEC(r); k; l), with 0  j < m; 0  k; l  m, and 1  r  n:
If the value contained in register r is positive, then decrement it by 1 and jump to instruction
k. If the value of r is zero, then jump to instruction l (without altering the content of the
register).
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• m: Halt.
A deterministic register machine is a register machine in which all INC instructions have
the form j : (INC(r); k; k); we write these instructions simply as j : (INC(r); k).
A register machine M generates a set N(M) of numbers in the following way: the machine
starts with all registers being empty (i.e., storing the number zero); the machine applies the
instruction with label 0 and continues to apply instructions as indicated by the labels (and made
possible by the contents of registers); if it reaches the halt instruction, then the number present
in register 1 at that time is said to be generated by M . If the computation does not halt, then
no number is generated. It is known that register machines generate all sets of numbers which
are Turing computable, hence they characterize NRE [6].
A register machine can also be used to compute functions. A function f : N ! N is
computed by a register machine M if, when starting with n1 to n in registers 1 to , if
f(n1; : : : ; n) = (r1; : : : ; r), then M halts in the ﬁnal label m with registers 1 to  contain-
ing r1 to r , and all other registers being empty; if f(n1; : : : ; n) is undeﬁned, then the ﬁnal
label of M is never reached.
A register machine can also be used as an accepting device. A set N of numbers is accepted
by a deterministic register machine M if, when starting with x 2 N in register 1, M halts in the
ﬁnal label m with all registers being empty.
The following propositions concerning the computational power of register machines are es-
sential for the main results established in this work [1, 2, 6].
Proposition 1. For any partial recursive function f : N ! N(;  > 0), there exists a deter-
ministic register machine M with (maxf; g+ 2) registers computing f.
Proposition 2. For any recursively enumerable set N  Ps()RE of vectors of non-negative
integers there exists a deterministic register machine M with (+ 2) registers accepting N.
Proposition 3. For any recursively enumerable set N  Ps()RE of vectors of non-negative
integers there exists a non-deterministic register machine M with ( + 2) registers generating N.
3 Numerical P Systems with Thresholds
We introduce the class of numerical P systems to be investigated in this work. The deﬁnition
is general, for the computing case.
A numerical P system with a threshold is a construct
 = (m;H; ; T; (V ar1; P r1; V ar1(0)); : : : ; (V arm; P rm; V arm(0)); V arin; V arout);
where
• m  1 is the number of membranes;
• H is an alphabet of labels for membranes in ;
•  is a rooted tree with q nodes labeled with the elements of H;
• T is a constant, called threshold;
• V ari, 1  i  m, is the set of variables in region i;
• V ari(0), 1  i  m, is the set of initial values of the variables in region i;
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• Pri, 1  i  m, is the set of programs in region i; each program has the form
Fl;i(x1;i; : : : ; xki;i)jT ! cl;i;1jvl;i;1 +   + cl;i;li jvl;i;li ;
where Fl;i(x1;i; : : : ; xki;i) is the production function, and cl;i;1jvl;i;1 +   + cl;i;li jvl;i;li is the
repartition protocol of the program;
• V arin and V arout are the sets of input and of output variables, respectively.
The programs allow the system to evolve the values of variables during computations. Each
program is composed of two parts: a production function and a repartition protocol. The
former can be any function using variables from the region that contains the program. Only
polynomial functions are considered here. By using the production functions in each region, the
system computes a production value from the values of its variables at that time. This value is
distributed to variables from the region where the program resides, and to variables in its upper
(parent) and lower (children) compartments, as speciﬁed by the repartition protocol.
The programs are applied under the control of the threshold T , according to two strategies:
bounding the values of variables from below (lower-threshold) and bounding them from above
(upper-threshold).
More precisely, in the ﬁrst case a program can be applied only when the current value of
each variable from its production function is greater than or equal to the threshold T . Dually, in
the upper-threshold case, a program can be applied only when the current value of each variable
from its production function is smaller than or equal to the threshold T .
The repartition of the “production" takes place as follows. For a repartition protocol RPl;i,
variables vl;i;1; : : : ; vl;i;li come from the membrane i where the program resides, the parent mem-
brane and the children membrane. Formally, fvl;i;1; : : : ; vl;i;lig  V ari[V arpar(i)[(
S
ch2Ch(i) V arch),
where par(i) is the parent of membrane i and Ch(i) is the set of children of membrane i. The
coeﬃcients cl;i;1; : : : ; cl;i;li are natural numbers (they may be also 0, in which case the terms
“+0jx" are omitted), which specify the proportion of the current production value distributed to
each variable vl;i;1;: : : ;vl;i;li . At time t, if we denote with Cl;i =
liP
s=1
cl;i;s the sum of all coeﬃcients
of the repartition protocol, and denote with
ql;i(t) =
Fl;i(x1;i(t); : : : ; xki;i(t))
Cl;i
(1)
the “unitary portion", then the value adl;i;r(t) = ql;i(t)cl;i;r represents the value added to variable
vl;i;r. If variable vl;i;r appears in several repartition protocols, for example, RPl1;i1 ; : : : ; RPlk;ik ,
all these values adl1;i1;r; : : : ; adlk;ik;r are added to variable vl;i;r. After computing the production
function value, the variables involved in the production function are reset to zero. So, if at time








Such a system evolves in the all-parallel mode (at each step, in each membrane, all programs
which can be applied are applied, allowing that more than one program share the same variable)
or in the one-parallel mode (apply programs in the all-parallel mode with the restriction that one
variable can appear in only one of the applied programs). A conﬁguration represents the values
of all system’s variables at a given computation step. Initially, the variables have the values
speciﬁed by V ari(0); 1  i  m. Using the programs in the way mentioned above, a transition of
the system from a conﬁguration to the next one is deﬁned. A sequence of such transitions forms
a computation. If no program in each region can be applied, we say that the system reaches a
halting conﬁguration.
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In this way, a numerical P system can compute a function f : N ! N(;   0): the 
values of the arguments are introduced in the system as the initial values of variables in V arin
and the -vector of the function value is obtained in the variables from V arout in the halting
conﬁguration of the system. If the system never reaches a halting conﬁguration, then no result
is obtained.
By ignoring the input variables, (non-deterministic) numerical P systems with thresholds
can also be used in the generating mode, whereas by ignoring the output variables we can use
(deterministic or non-deterministic) numerical P systems with thresholds in the accepting mode.
Note that qj;i(t) are integers only if the value of the production functions Fj;i(x1;i(t); : : : ; xki;i(t))
is divisible by the respective sums Cj;i(t). If at any step, all the values of the production func-
tions are divisible by the respective sums, we associate this kind of systems with the notation
div. If a current production is not divisible by the associated coeﬃcients total, then we can take
the following decisions [10]: (i) the remainder is lost (the production which is not immediately
distributed is lost), (ii) the remainder is added to the production obtained in the next step
(the non-distributed production is carried over to the next step), (iii) the system simply stops
and aborts, no result is associated with that computation. We denote these three cases with
lost, carry, stop, respectively. In this paper, the numerical P systems with thresholds that we
construct are of the div type.
The set of natural numbers generated or accepted in the way mentioned above by a system
 is denoted by N();  2 fgen; accg. We use NTPDm (polyn(r); ) to denote the family of all
sets N() of numbers computed by systems  working in  mode, with at most m membranes,
production functions which are polynomials of degree at most n, with integer coeﬃcients, with at
most r variables in each polynomial, using the rules in the mode  2 fall; oneg, where all stands
for all-parallel, and one stands for one-parallel, and with the threshold used in the  2 fl; ug
way, with l indicating the lower-threshold case and u indicating the upper-threshold case; the
letter D indicates the use of deterministic systems (we remove D when the systems may also be
non-deterministic). If one of the parameters m;n; r is not bounded, then we replace it with .
4 The Universality of Numerical P Systems with Lower-thresholds
In this section, we investigate the computational power of numerical P systems with lower-
thresholds working in the all-parallel mode and in the one-parallel mode.
Theorem 4. Each partial recursive function f : N ! N ( > 0;  > 0) can be computed by a
deterministic numerical P system with a lower-threshold, with only one membrane, using linear
production functions that use each at most three variables, and working in the all-parallel mode.
Proof: Let M = (n; P;m) be a deterministic register machine with n registers, computing
function f . The initial instruction of M has the label 0 and the machine halts only if the
instruction with label m is reached. According to Proposition 1, n = maxf; g+ 2 is enough.
Before the computation starts, let us assume that the values of the ﬁrst  registers are equal to
r1; : : : ; r. When the computation halts, the values stored in the registers 1; : : : ;  are the values
computed by f(r1; : : : ; r).
We construct the following numerical P system with a lower-threshold:
M = (1; f0g; [0 ]0; 1; (V ar0; P r0; V ar0(0)); V arin; V arout);
where
 V ar0 = fxi;1; xi;2; pj j 1  i  n; 0  j  mg;
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 V ar0(0) is the vector of initial values of the variables, with:
– xi;1 = xi;2 = ri, for all 1  i  ;
– xi;1 = xi;2 = 0, for all 1 +   i  n;
– pj = 0, for all 0  j  m with the exception of p0 = 1;
 Pr0 = f3pj j1 ! 1jxi;1 + 1jxi;2 + 1jpk; for all instructions j : (INC(i); k) 2 Pg
[ fpj j1 ! 1jpl,
xi;1   xi;2   pj j1 ! 1jpl,
xi;1   xi;2 + pj j1 ! 1jpk,
2(xi;1   pj)j1 ! 1jxi;1 + 1jxi;2, for all instructions j : (DEC(i); k; l) 2 P};
 V arin = fx1;i; : : : ; x;i j 1  i  2g;
 V arout = fx1;1; : : : ; x;1g.
Note that the threshold is equal to 1. The value of register i (1  i  n) is encoded by
variables xi;1 and xi;2. The values of xi;1 and xi;2 are always equal. The input values r1; : : : ; r
are set as the initial values of variables x1;i; : : : ; x;i 1  i  2, respectively. Variables p0; : : : ; pm
are used to indicate the instruction to be simulated. During the computation, the values of
p0; : : : ; pm are equal to 1 or 0 (at most one of them is equal to 1 in each step, and this indicates
that the system starts to simulate the corresponding instruction of M).
The increment instruction j : (INC(i); k) is simulated by the program 3pj j1 ! 1jxi;1 +
1jxi;2+1jpk in one step. When pj = 0, the program cannot be applied because the value of pj is
smaller than the threshold 1. When pj = 1, the program can be applied since the value of pj is
equal to the threshold. After the application of this program, each of the variables xi;1; xi;2; pk
obtains a portion 1, and variable pj is reset to zero. Variable pk = 1 indicates that the instruction
labeled k will be simulated at the next step, the increment of variables xi;1; xi;2 corresponds to
the increase of the number stored in register i by 1. So, the increment instruction j : (INC(i); k)
has been correctly simulated.
The decrement instruction j : (DEC(i); k; l) is simulated in one step by the following four
programs:
pj j1 ! 1jpl; (2)
xi;1   xi;2   pj j1 ! 1jpl; (3)
xi;1   xi;2 + pj j1 ! 1jpk; (4)
2(xi;1   pj)j1 ! 1jxi;1 + 1jxi;2: (5)
When a decrement instruction j : (DEC(i); k; l) starts to be simulated, which means that pj = 1,
there are the following two cases.
• pj = 1, xi;1 = xi;2 = 0. In this case, only program (2) satisﬁes the threshold condition.
After applying program (2), variable pj is set to zero, and variable pl receives a contribution
1, which indicates the next instruction to be simulated. Programs (3)–(5) cannot be applied
since variables xi;1 and xi;2 are zero (smaller than the threshold 1). Hence the values of xi;1
and xi;2 are not changed, and the computation continues with the simulation of instruction
l of register machine M .
• pj = 1, xi;1 = xi;2  1. In this case, all the four programs satisfy the threshold condition,
thus all of them can be applied. Program (4) transfers the production value 1 to variable pk,
which indicates the next instruction k to be simulated. By using program (5), variables xi;1
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and xi;2 are decreased; their values are ﬁrst zeroed and each of them receives a contribution
of their former value minus one. The role of program (3) is to cancel the eﬀect of program
(2). Program (2) transfers the value of pj to pl, thus pl gets a contribution of 1, which
is canceled by program (3) by sending a contribution of  1 to pl. Hence the values of
variables xi;1 and xi;2 are decremented by one and the next instruction to be simulated is
the one labeled with k.
After the simulation of any instruction of M , the values of both variables xi;1 and xi;2 are
equal to the contents of register i (1  i  n), while only one of variables p0; : : : ; pm is equal to
1, indicating the next instruction of M to be simulated. When M reaches the halt instruction,
the corresponding value of variable pm is equal to 1. Since no program contains the variable pm
in the production function, M reaches a ﬁnal conﬁguration; the result of the computation is
the values of variables x1;1; : : : ; x;1. 2
According to Proposition 2, for any recursively enumerable set N  Ps()RE of vectors
of non-negative integers there exists a deterministic register machine M with ( + 2) registers
accepting N . For this register machine M , following the proof in Theorem 4, we can construct
a numerical P system with a lower-threshold that accepts N . So, the following corollary holds.
Corollary 5. Ps()RE = NaccTlPD1 (poly
1(3); all).
For numerical P systems with lower-thresholds working in the one-parallel mode, the following
similar results hold.
Theorem 6. Each partial recursive function f : N ! N (;  > 0) can be computed by a one-
membrane numerical P system with a lower-threshold working in the one-parallel mode, having
linear production functions that use each at most ﬁve variables.
Proof: We proceed like in the proof of Theorem 4, with the diﬀerence that here we simulate both
deterministic and non-deterministic register machines. LetM = (n; P;m) be a non-deterministic
register machine with n = maxf; g+2 registers, computing the function f . As usual, the input
values r1; : : : ; r are stored in the ﬁrst  registers before the computation starts, with all the
other registers being empty. When the computation halts, the values f(r1; : : : ; r) will be found
in registers 1; : : : ; .
The numerical P system with a lower-threshold to simulate register machineM is constructed
as follows.
M = (1; f0g; [0 ]0; 1; (V ar0; P r0; V ar0(0)); V arin; V arout);
where
 V ar0 = fpj;g; xi;g j 1  g  5, 1  i  m; 0  j  ng;
 V ar0(0) is the vector of initial values of the variables, with:
– xi;g = ri, for all 1  i  ; 1  g  5;
– xi;g = 0, for all 1 +   i  n; 1  g  5;
– pj;g = 0, for all 0  j  m; 1  g  5;
– p0;g = 1, for all 1  g  5;
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for all instructions j : (INC(i); k; l) 2 Pg
[ f5(xi;1   pj;1)j1 !
P5
g=1 1jxi;g,













g=1 1jpj;g; for all instructions j : (DEC(i); k; l) 2 Pg;
 V arin = fxi;g j 1  g  5; 1  i  g;
 V arout = fx1;1; : : : ; x;1g.
In order to ensure that at each step only one variable can appear in the production functions
of the applied programs, the value of register i (1  i  n) is contained in ﬁve variables
xi;g1  g  5, and the system uses ﬁve variables pi;g; 1  g  5, to control the simulation
of the instruction with label i of register machine M (in the following, for brevity, we use xi;g
and pi;g to represent all the ﬁve variables for 1  g  5, respectively). During the computation,
variables xi;g are always equal to each other, and the same holds for variables pi;g. The input
values ri (1  i  ) are introduced into the system as the initial values of variables xi;g
(1  i  ), respectively. When the instruction i is simulated, all the ﬁve variables pi;g are equal
to 1, while all the others are zero.






















If pj;g = 0, then programs (6) and (7) cannot be executed since the values of variables pj;g = 0
are smaller than the thresholds 1. If pj;g = 1, then only one of programs (6) and (7) can be
applied because their production functions share the same variables (the system works in the
one-parallel mode). If program (6) (resp., program (7)) is applied, then variable xi;g is increased
by one, setting pk;g (resp., pl;g) to 1, thus the system starts to simulate instruction k (resp.,
instruction l), and resetting variables pj;g to zero. If M is deterministic, then the simulation
of the instruction j : (INC(i); k) is performed by using the program (6). In this case, no
competition occurs between the programs, and so the simulation is deterministic.
The simulation of a decrement instruction j : (DEC(i); k; l) is done in one step by the
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following ﬁve programs:























If pj;g = 0, then programs (8)–(12) cannot be applied, because pj;g = 0 are smaller than the
threshold. So, when pj;g = 0, no undesirable simulation steps can appear.
If pj;g = 1; xi;g = 0, then the values of xi;g should remain unchanged, and the computation
should jump to the simulation of instruction l, which is realized by programs (11) and (12) in
one step. (Note that in this case programs (8) – (10) cannot be applied, for the values of xi;g
are smaller than the thresholds.) The eﬀect of program (11) is to reset variables pj;4 to zero
and to give a contribution 1 to each of variables pl;g, whose values are 1 after the application of
this program, thus correctly simulating the passing to instruction l. At the same time, program
(12) is applied, the role of which is to set all the variables pj;g (g 6= 4) to zero. Variable pj;5
appears in the production function, so its initial value is canceled, and it receives no contribution,
hence its ﬁnal value is zero. For variables pj;1, pj;2 and pj;3, their initial values are 1 and receive
contribution  1, hence their ﬁnal values are zero, which is also correct.
If pj;g = 1; xi;g  1, then the values of xi;g should be decremented and the computation
should proceed to the simulation of instruction k. In this case, all the ﬁve programs (8)–(12) can
be applied. Programs (8) and (9) decrement the values of xi;g and increment the values of pk;g
by 1. The other programs have auxiliary roles. Note that all the variables pj;g and xi;g appear
in the production functions of programs (8)–(12), so their values are ﬁrst reset to zero, and their
ﬁnal values will be the sum of all the contributions they receive. Variables xi;g only appear in the
repartition protocol of program (8), which gives a contribution of their initial value minus 1, thus
correctly decrementing their values by one. Variables pj;1, pj;2 and pj;3 receive a contribution
1 from program (9) and a contribution  1 from program (12), thus their values will be equal
to 0. Variables pj;4 and pj;5 do not appear in any repartition protocol of programs (8) – (12),
thus their ﬁnal values are zero. The role of program (10) is to cancel the eﬀect of program (11).
Program (11) sends a contribution 1, and simultaneously program (10) sends a contribution  1,
to each of variables pl;g, whose ﬁnal values are hence equal to 0. Each of variables pj;g receives
a contribution 1, thus their ﬁnal values are 1, which is also correct.
After the simulation of each instruction ofM , all the variables xi;g are equal to the contents of
register i (1  i  n), while the variables pj;g (0  j  m) correctly indicate the next instruction
of M to be simulated. When the program counter of M reaches the value k, the corresponding
values of variables pk;g is equal to 1. When the program counter of M reaches the value m, the
corresponding values of variables pm;g are equal to 1. Since no program contains variables pm;g
in the production function, M reaches a halting conﬁguration; the result of the computation is
values of variables x1;1; : : : ; x;1. 2
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According to Propositions 2 and 3, for any recursively enumerable set N  Ps()RE of
vectors of non-negative integers there exists a deterministic (or non-deterministic) register ma-
chine M with (+2) registers accepting (generating, respectively) N . For this register machine
M , following the proof in Theorem 6, we can construct a deterministic (or non-deterministic)
numerical P system with a lower-threshold that accepts (or generates, respectively) N .
Corollary 7. Ps()RE = NgenTlP1(poly1(5); one) = NaccTlPD1 (poly
1(5); one):
In conclusion, we obtain the following characterizations of NRE.
Theorem 8. NRE = NaccTlPD1 (poly






Proof: The ﬁrst equation can be obtained according to Corollary 5, where  = 1. Similarly,
letting  = 1 in Corollary 7, we can obtain the last two equations. 2
5 The Universality of Numerical P Systems with Upper-thresholds
In this section we prove that the computational power of numerical P systems with upper-
thresholds (for short, UTNP systems) is equivalent with that of numerical P systems with lower-
thresholds (for short, LTNP systems).
Lemma 9. For any numerical P system with a lower-threshold l, there is a P system u with
an upper-threshold, with the same variables, such that the corresponding variables of l and u
have equal values but of opposite sign.
Proof: Let l be a numerical P system with a lower-threshold of the form considered in the
previous sections. We construct a numerical P system with an upper-thresholdu in the following
way. u has the same membrane structure as l. In the same membrane, the two systems have
the same variables. The initial values of variables in u is the same as in l multiplied with  1.
Similarly, for the thresholds of the two systems (they are equal, but of opposite signs). For a
program
fl(x1; : : : ; xi)jT ! c1jv1 +   + cljvl
in l, we introduce in u the program
fu(x1; : : : ; xi)j T ! c1jv1 +   + cljvl;
where fu(x1; : : : ; xi) is constructed as follows:
• If the production function fl(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) is an odd function, that is,
fl( x1; x2; : : : ; xn) =  fl(x1; x2; : : : ; xn);
then fu(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) = fl(x1; x2; : : : ; xn);
• If the production function fl(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) is an even function, that is,
fl( x1; x2; : : : ; xn) = fl(x1; x2; : : : ; xn);
then fu(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) =  fl(x1; x2; : : : ; xn);
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• If the production function fl(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) is neither an even function nor an odd function,
then it can be expressed as the addition of an even function with an odd function, that is,
fl(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) =
fl(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) + fl( x1; x2; : : : ; xn)
2
+




fu(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) =  fl(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) + fl( x1; x2; : : : ; xn)
2
+
fl(x1; x2; : : : ; xn)  fl( x1; x2; : : : ; xn)
2
=  fl( x1; x2; : : : ; xn):
Based on the previous construction of the UTNP system u, we can get that, if the two
systems are deterministic, working in the all-parallel mode, then at any step, the program in
l and its corresponding program in u can simultaneously be applied or cannot be applied,
and the two production functions have equal values but of opposite signs. Thus at any step the
variable in the two systems get equal contributions but of opposite signs; this is true also for the
initial values, hence always the values of variables are equal but of opposite signs. The systems
halt simultaneously.
In conclusion, no matter whether l;u work in computing mode or in generating mode,
this lemma holds true. 2
Corollary 10. Ps()RE = NaccTuPD1 (poly
1(3); all).
Proof: According to Proposition 2, for any recursively enumerable set N  Ps()RE of vectors
of non-negative integers there exists a deterministic register machine M with ( + 2) registers
accepting N . For this register machine M , following the proof in Theorem 4, we can construct
a numerical P system with a lower-threshold M that accepts N .
For M , according to Lemma 9, we can construct an UTNP system u with “contrary"
conﬁgurations (equal values of variables, but of opposite signs). Now we add the programs
1 + pm   xi;1j 1 ! 1jxi;1; 1  i  : (13)
to u thus obtaining a new UTNP system 0u. The initial value of pm is 0, hence programs (13)
cannot be applied. As long as pm = 0, there is no diﬀerence between the functioning of 0u and
u. When pm is equal to  1, u reaches a halt conﬁguration, while 0u continues executing
program (13). The eﬀect of programs (13) is transforming the variables xi;1   1 to their
contrary. Thus the system 0u has the same output as M . 2
In a similar way to the proof of Corollary 7, we can prove the following corollary.
Corollary 11. Ps()RE = NgenTuP1(poly1(5); one) = NaccTuPD1 (poly
1(5); one).
If we set  = 1 in Corollary 10 and Corollary 11, then we can get the following characteriza-
tions.
Theorem 12. NRE = NaccTuPD1 (poly
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6 Conclusions and Discussions
In this work, we have introduced thresholds into numerical P systems, and the computational
power of such P systems has been investigated. Speciﬁcally, we proved that universality can be
obtained for such P systems with one membrane and linear production functions working both
in the all-parallel mode and in the one-parallel mode.
The rules of numerical P systems with thresholds constructed in Section 4 are applied in
the all-parallel mode and in the one-parallel mode, respectively. It remains open what the
computational power of numerical P systems with thresholds working in the sequential mode is.
In this work, the polynomial functions used in numerical P systems with the two kinds
of thresholds have at most 3 variables for all-parallel systems and 5 variables for one-parallel
systems. It is a natural question whether the number of variables can be decremented.
The thresholds are used in the sense of lower-bounds and upper-bounds. Other ways to use
the thresholds could be of interest, for example, applying a program only if the values of all (or
part of) the variables are strictly greater (or smaller) than the threshold.
Numerical P systems and enzymatic numerical P systems have already been used in robot
control [4, 10, 16, 17]. It remains to check whether numerical P systems with thresholds are also
useful for such applications.
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